Take control of in-cab alerts
and analyze driver behavior

Drivewyze Safety+ builds upon our proven safety
notification service and empowers carriers to take
control of in-cab safety messaging, gain access to
fleet-wide and driver-specific safety insights, and
utilize proactive driver-coaching tools.

A proactive safety management tool
Focus on context-based driver data

GO BEYOND STANDARD
SAFETY NOTIFICATIONS
Speed Warnings
Proactively warn drivers of
known speed violation zones

Customizable in-cab safety messages

Parking Availability

Runs on your existing in-cab devices

In-cab alerts for drivers with
available parking count

Custom Zones

See how Drivewyze Safety+ improves
driver behavior and reduces fleet risk

1-888-988-1590
Weekdays 8AM to 9PM ET

www.drivewyze.com

Tailor-made alerts that align
with your safety initiatives

Safety Insights
Actionable insights to identify
risky driving behavior

REDUCING SPEEDING THROUGH DRIVER AWARENESS
Drivewyze has mined targeted speed zones by citation history and truck
speeds to proactively warn drivers of known speed violation zones.
Drivewyze in-cab notifications appear when & where drivers need them
most and have been proven to reduce over-speeding events by over 15%.

GET ACCESS TO ALL OUR
SAFETY NOTIFICATIONS
WITH DRIVEWYZE SAFETY+

NOTIFY DRIVERS OF PARKING
AREAS AND AVAILABILITY
Notify drivers when they are
approaching a parking area, and the
availability of parking. This reduces
the stress and uncertainty of finding
a safe place to park within hours of
service. Alerts are available in: IA, IN,
KS, KY, OH, MN, MI, VA, and WI.

Sign up for Drivewyze Safety+ and
get access to Drivewyze Safety
Notifications, our curated & always-on
in-cab notifications for tight curves, low
bridges, and steep mountain corridors.

IMPROVE SAFETY THROUGH ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS
Safety+ also includes a dashboard-based reporting and analytics tool
designed to help you monitor fleet-wide risk trends.
Identify your best performers
Proactively reinforce your driver coaching program.
Includes a full set of reporting APIs for data integration

Set-up a unique
alert zone and
analyze driver
behavior

BUILD, DISTRIBUTE, AND ANALYZE
YOUR CUSTOM SAFETY ALERTS
Safety+ also includes Custom Zone alerts.
This feature gives you the power to customize
location-based notifications for their drivers
based on your fleets own needs. Create
custom alerts with user-friendly geo-fencing
and template tools. You can also analyze your
custom zone data for driver coaching.
Location Specific

Distribute a ﬂeet
speciﬁc alert
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Customizable On-demand

Examples include warning your drivers about
unsafe areas, jurisdiction-based regulations,
toll avoidance, and emergency information.
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